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Janice Nowinski’s “Seated Girl II” — a blocky little nude with dun colored thighs and heavy umber fingers — is 
a bit of a flirt. She is, in fact, the insouciant painted descendant of an anonymous coquette that the artist lifted 
from a 19th century “naughty postcard.” As ragged as “Seated Girl II” may be — her jauntily raised left eye-
brow is a single swipe of mud colored impasto — she triggers something: something vulnerable and human.

Nowinski, is a “painter’s painter,” one who likes to work against technical refinement, which can quickly degen-
erate into sentimentality. She is one the lookout for obscure, authentic feelings: sensations that she can render 
tangible with earnest brushwork. Nowinski’s artistic process relies on instinct and she uses sincerity as a compass 
to provide aesthetic direction. “If one is authentically involved in the investigation,” Nowinski comments, “the 
painting itself leads you into unexpected territory.”

Gloriously out of synch with the current vogues of figurative painting, Nowinski mines the territory between 
Édouard Manet and David Park, avoiding the tricky cul-de-sacs of gender, sociology and feminist theory. “I 
consider myself a Humanist from beginning to end,” she opines. Nowinski genuinely likes people, and paints 
them as a form of solidarity, and, in the case of the naughty girls, as a kind of painterly rescue and resurrection. 
“The images she is responding to now are anonymous,” notes Nowinski’s friend Kyle Staver. “Without her inter-
vention and interpretation they would remain so.”

When depicting the male figure, the artist has chosen a model who is less remote in time and culture. The shirt-
less dude who appears in Nowinski’s “Shrouded Male” evolved from a snapshot of an old boyfriend — one she 
had a complicated relationship with — retrieved from the artist’s personal photo album. “I’m risking a more per-
sonal and confessional series of paintings,” Nowinski acknowledges. “Taking that image from the past and using 
it as a trigger for a painting today has enabled me to re-reason the event. By doing so I can take the emotional 
and nostalgic elements out of it: I can reconfigure the past.”

In the case of the “Shrouded Male” the towel wrapped around the man’s head held a suggestion of “guard-
edness,” something that Nowinski now realizes was true to the actual man’s character. It also has rich, meta-
phorical possibilities, worth exploring with paint. The river in the background, the loose belt and the semi-ab-
stract background add to the poetic brew of memory, confession and ambiguity.

Janice Nowinski: Naughty Postcards and the Man by the River

by John Seed
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Seen as a group, Nowinski’s recent paintings — more postcard girls and shirtless guys — are uncompromising, 
and more than a bit unexpected. “Two years ago,” Nowinkski remarks, “I couldn’t have guessed that my paint-
ing would have lead me here.” Previously known as a painter of still lifes, Nowinski has taken her time to arrive, 
and has done so with the help of a tight group of friends and some stellar mentors.

A native of New York City, Janice Nowinski took her first art classes at the Brooklyn Museum as a child. Later, at 
an experimental high school she was part of a “decent” art program where she experimented with printmaking 
after not being allowed to paint. When Nowinski traveled to Italy after graduation to study violin making she fell 
in love with Michelangelo, Mantegna and Leonardo and reverted to art. Her higher education was “check-
ered” — there were classes at the Art Student’s League and then the New York Studio School — until a mentor 
appeared: the landscape painter Gretna Campbell.

“She (Gretna) introduced me to Corot, Bonnard and Matisse; the painters who still inform my work. Gretna’s in-
sistence was that you find your own voice and look at other painters not to become them but to emulate their 
work ethic. The lesson that I took away from her was that I didn’t have to obey the rectangle. She freed me up 
to work more organically and intuitively. I began working a la prima. If it didn’t happen in the first pass there 
was no second chance.”

By the mid 80s Nowinski had begun graduate work in painting at Yale, where she walked into a “rigorous, 
life-altering program.” A new generation of figurative artists was germinating there: John Currin, Lisa Yuskavage 
and Richard Phillips were one class ahead, and Kyle Staver, who became a close friend, was a classmate. Then 
there was the faculty. Early on Nowinski took a class with stellar realist William Bailey who laid things out directly 
to his students. “It’s really very simple,” he warned them, “you either get it or you don’t.”

Professor Vija Celmins made it her task to introduce Nowinski to a wider range of contemporary painters. 
Celmins, who was a bit puzzled by the fact that Nowinski’s two favorite painters, Edward Hopper and Paul 
Cezanne, seemed so different from each other. “She knew she had her work cut out for her,” Nowinski recalls. 
Before long Celmins had taught Nowinski to become more generous and open-minded in her aesthetic views, 
asking her student “Why are you painting away from freedom?”

Mel Bochner, who saw another side to Nowinski also chided her about her taste in artists. “His first question to 
me, “ Nowinski recalls, “was ‘How long have you been married to Soutine?’” She remembers also being criti-
cized for painting still lifes that displayed objects floating around in an undefined space. “My paintings looked 
and smelled like paintings but their intentions were not clear,” Nowinski states. “I alluded to abstraction but 
didn’t go all the way and vice versa with representation.”

By the time she had finished Yale in 1987, her interactions with these powerful professors and other students 
had taught Nowinski to look at her own work “more dispassionately, in a larger context.” A key lesson, Nowinski 
recalls, was that “... to have narrow reference was to make small minded paintings.”Tenacious to a fault, and 
in no particular hurry, it took Nowinski three years to complete “Still Life/Gray”, which she decided was her “first 
mature still life after grad school.” Over the next two decades she made more still lifes and also painted “con-
versations with masters” including transcriptions of works by Rubens, Poussin, Manet and Fragonard. Nowninski 
remembers doing “a lot of brooding, dark still lifes and even darker self portraits.” A photo of her palette testifies 
to the determined mixing and scraping that happened over time.

Part of what was happening was an aesthetic sorting-out process that was in fact a slow road to self-discovery. 
Nowinkski remembers it this way:

“I would spend a lot of time separating reproductions into piles for future paintings: the good pile and the 
bad pile. I tore up a book of “All the paintings at the Louvre” which I had bought for $20 at the Strand 
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Bookstore. One day I was mindlessly making piles and I came across the odalisque by Boucher and tossed it 
into the “bad pile”. All of a sudden I realized what was missing from my work: a sense of humor and also the 
possibility that sex could be a great painting subject for me. My persona of being a “dark, psychological 
painter” was coming to an end. So I mixed in a little Boucher/frivolity into the dark, broody cocktail and this 
allowed more of myself to come out in the studio.”

Over time, working through it all, looking for the right mix of moods and subjects Nowinski managed to build 
up an impressive knowledge of the history of painting. The “permission” that Boucher’s image had given her to 
add a little something — just the right amount of “wrong” — would lead over time to her recent postcard and 
photo based works.

“In all good painting,” says Kyle Staver, who has been watching Nowinski develop, “the painter steps off the 
curb and finds a way to cross to what is uniquely theirs.” Nowinski, still a bit surprised to find that she is painting 
from “a shoebox filled with snapshots and 19th century naughty girl postcards that were sent to me by a friend,” 
is nonetheless pleased and excited about the new zone of feeling where her work has taken her.

“It is exactly where I want to be.”

Janice Nowinski: Solo exhibition, The Bowery Gallery, NY, NY, May 22 - June 16, 2012, Reception: Thursday, May 24, 6 to 8 PM
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I was talking with Janice Nowinski about her painting, “Nude with Red Background,” and something about it re-
minded me of a principle I learned in a technical course on television broadcasting I took in 1992; for all I know, 
the principle involved has changed by now.

The principle was this: The brightness of any point on a television screen is defined in a scale called IRE. Ana-
logue broadcast television operates in a range from 7.5 IRE (black) to 100 IRE (white). If you go outside 7.5 to 
100, you get problems. Moreover, it is important to include at least a little bit of the extremes in each frame, to 
assist in broadcaster calibration. If they can’t see some 100 on their scope, they might pump up your image 
brightness until your 80 reads at 100, and your show won’t look how you wanted it to look.

So we were instructed, when shooting night scenes, to put in a dot of bright light somewhere — a streetlight, a 
candle, a match. Now here is Nowinski’s painting.

It’s a very dim scene, and its colors are mostly in the brown-red-pink range. But like any good television produc-
er, Nowinski has pegged a little bit of her composition to 100 IRE — that white cloth or towel the nude is holding. 
And it’s fairly blue, in contrast with the rest of the composition.

Studying this painting, we find that the television principle of hitting the entire range of values has a counterpart 
in our own minds. Imagine the painting without that towel. We wouldn’t know if its world could hold brightness 
— it might simply be a dark world. In such a case, the scene on view would not be a scene from the world we 
know. Likewise the towel’s touch of blue tells us this painting does not exist in a red world, but in a world with a 
full spectrum — our own world.

That dab of towel, almost illegible, converts this painting from a fantasy painting to a reality painting. It allows us 
to trust the image, and because we trust it, we take it seriously. We seek out and find the pathos of the figure’s 
hunched shoulders, the weight of her ass, the unselfconsciousness of her gesture — drying herself or whatever it 
is she’s doing.

Nowinski was a little perplexed when, pacing around her studio, I invoked the esoterica of IRE. She had never 
heard of it, and didn’t think about the towel that way. She was open to the idea, but it really wasn’t where she 

The Trustworthy Image: Janice Nowinski at John Davis Gallery

by Daniel Maidman
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was coming from. That’s fine, analysis comes after. What comes before is also important here — Nowinski works, 
at the ground level, moment by moment, through artistic intuition. She works on her paintings forever: adjusting, 
wiping out, overpainting, pausing, reflecting, stopping for long periods, returning and revising. She feels her way 
through the dark until the illumination strikes her, and she finds that she has arrived at last.

The thing that strikes me most intensely about Nowinski’s work is how much I trust it. Pleasingly, it turns out that I 
also trust her method. Her method is a good bullshit filter, and her work seems to me to be stingy with the bullshit 
too.

Painting hit a zenith of artfulness in the Academic schools of the mid-to-late 19th century. Absolutely brilliant 
techniques were codified and made teachable, and an unprecedented number of artists emerged who could 
paint breathtakingly better than anyone you ever saw. These techniques were like the chariot of the sun, and 
the artists who used them, an army of Phaetons. Phaeton did not have the wisdom or the might to steer the 
chariot of the sun. The Academic painters, by and large, lacked the intellectual, psychological and moral 
insight — and the sheer creativity — to correctly use their awesome tools. Their work degenerated into a cultish 
technique-worship. The movement fell into disrepute, and the techniques were discredited, abandoned and 
partially lost. As with so many of the ideas and technologies of the 19th century, the mean level of human apti-
tude proved unequal to the opportunities offered. Individual geniuses were ready, but humanity on the whole 
was not. It still isn’t.

There are many reasons for the decline of figurative painting over the century that followed, but the implosion 
of Academicism into decadence lends its own flavor to the evolution of the issue. The glory of Academic tech-
nique, once discredited, discredits the very creation of illusion. The revelation that such seeming truthfulness 
of image can be divorced from truth of content leaves in its wake a paranoia about the well-crafted image. 
The mind loses its ability to find either rest or invigoration in the masterfully executed and the beautiful. Mastery 
and beauty most of all should have been the tools of the great truth-tellers, but they turned out to have been 
infested with fetishists and liars.

Much as those who wrote the doctrines of 20th century art rebelled against the figurative, they could not be rid 
of it. They mislocalized their enemy. They thought their struggle was against history. But it was not against history, 
it was against neurology. The human brain itself has dedicated hardware for seeing the face and the body. 
When this hardware is consistently not put to use in a culture’s art, the art and the culture engage in a battle. 
The art loses first, and the culture second.

After going on 150 years of savage pitched battle, two irreducible propositions have emerged:

1. The figure must be addressed.
2. Illusion may be the end point, but it remains invalidated as the starting point.

From the interaction of these two, artists like Nowinski emerge. She is by no means the only one of her kind, 
although in her field, she is very good. These artists answer to the urgent personal version of the proposition: “I 
know I need to paint the figure, but what can I trust?”

I start from a place different from Nowinski’s, and do not have the same trust issues. But I have a lot of empathy 
for the act of reconciliation she is performing in her work. As in the case of Twombly, I believe that we see in her 
work not a style, but the underpinnings of style. She has peeled away everything that can still be peeled away, 
and she is building images of people out of the meat and bones of visual cognition. She makes herself rigorous-
ly available to doubt, error and becoming lost. In this way, she awakens herself and forces each movement of 
her brush on the canvas to be a conscious choice. Her bare minimalism allows the creation of an image with 
only the scantiest trappings of illusion. It’s not much of an image, but it’s even less of an illusion.
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By this means, she confronts not only the 20th century, but the 19th and all the centuries before; she embraces 
both her human and her cultural inheritance. She acknowledges not only the necessity, but the failure of the 
painted figure. In recognizing both, she contributes to the rehabilitation of the things we know we need. She 
helps to strain out old poisons and discover a language of trustworthy images. This is a good place to start.

Janice Nowinski — Recent Paintings
October 10 - November 3, 2013
John Davis Gallery
Carriage House, Third Floor
362 1/2 Warren Street, Hudson, New York, 12534
opening reception Saturday, October 12, 6-8 pm
Hours: Thursdays through Mondays, 11 - 5 pm and by appointment
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